Argument in favor of Measure CA2

Vote “yes” on Measure CA2

Measure CA2 will save Redondo time and money

The Redondo City Charter is our Constitution.

Measure CA2 will allow an amendment to the City Charter section 20.1 that has not been updated in decades.

Voting “Yes” to CA2 updating Section 20.1 of our City Charter will permit Redondo to pay negotiated deposits for purchases of goods and materials.

By amending the City Charter to allow for deposits on contracts, Redondo gets needed tools for optimal pricing in our negotiating process.

Additionally, updating this section provides for the advanced ordering of critical equipment expediting Public Works projects in the city.

Measure CA2;

Improves Negotiating leverage

Accelerates project completion

Saves money by securing pricing in advance decreasing potential for increases to cost of goods and services. Some project builds take months or years, this change will help control costs on longer term Capital Improvement Projects.

In a time of rising costs of goods and a tougher marketplace for services the added flexibility provided by adopting Measure CA2 makes sense for Redondo.

Voting “Yes” on CA2 saves taxpayer’s money
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